Describe what you made. Feral Screens is an ongoing research through design project that seeks to critically examine urban digital screens and to explore alternative ways of using digital technology to mediate public life. A feral animal is a domesticated species that lives in the wild, often on the margins of human populations. This metaphor of "going feral" is used as a way to open up an alternative design space to the typical corporate or civic narratives and aesthetics around digital technologies in public spaces.
Briefly describe the process of how this was made. The design process for a screen is partially improvised each time but generally I start from a public space or behavior. From that initial inspiration, I make a feral screen typically in the form of a small display controlled by an Arduino in some kind of handmade case. I draw upon my own experiences to inform the work in dialogue with the material and social context of the city where I live. Once I have made a screen, I take it into public space and photograph it in situ. Using the screen, the documentation, and subsequent self-reflection as a prompt, I begin to imagine a social world that could evolve around the feral screen through creative and reflective writing.
What expertise (skills and competences) did it require?
The technical makeup of the screens is very simple; they are primarily visual rather than interactive or functional objects so more often than not it is a simple matter of hooking up components and editing sample code. Initially, I intended to add interactive elements at a later date, but I found that suggesting the possibility of interaction shifted conversations from "how does it work?" toward "how might it work?" which suited my research focus.
What materials and tools did you use? I mainly use ordinary materials and techniques from maker and DIY practices rather than professional materials and processes. I've found they should be beautifully crafted in some sense; their feral qualities demand that they need to be almost naively The design was uncomfortably reminiscent of the cardboard the sleeper was using to insulate himself from the wind and the cold.
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